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Abstract— Network Mobility (NEMO) is coined for the effi-
cient mobility management of multiple nodes which are moving
together as a mobile network. A major limitation of the basic
protocol in NEMO is the inefficient route for communication. A
number of prefix delegation-based schemes have been proposed
in the literature to solve the route optimization problem in
NEMO. Approaches used by the schemes trade off delivery
of packets through the partially-optimized route with signaling
and other processing overheads. Cost of delivering packets
through the partially-optimized route along with signaling and
other processing cost need to be measured to find out the
gain from tradeoff. However, cost analysis performed so far
on NEMO protocols consider only the cost of signaling. In this
paper, we have developed analytical framework to measure the
costs of the basic protocol for NEMO, and four representative
prefix delegation-based schemes. Our results show that cost of
packet delivery through the partially-optimized route dominates
over other costs. Therefore, optimizing the route completely is
preferable to reduction of signaling as far as cost of network
mobility is concerned. Our framework will help in visualizing
the effects of future network expansion on the cost of route
optimization schemes of NEMO.

I. INTRODUCTION

To efficiently manage the mobility of multiple IP-enabled
hosts moving together, such as hosts in a vehicle, Inter-
net Engineering Task Force proposed NEtwork MObility
(NEMO) [1]. Hosts, and mobile routers, managing the mobility
of hosts, constitute the mobile network. Hosts can be fixed
or mobile with respect to the mobile network. The basic
protocol called NEMO Basic Support Protocol (BSP) enables
communication with the mobile network through a bidirec-
tional tunnel between mobile routers and a router called home
agent in the home network [1]. Bidirectional tunnel is required
when the mobile network moves to another network, called the
foreign network, from the home network. Tunneling results in
a number of problems including inefficient routing of packets
between end hosts [2]. Inefficiency results from the packet
being traveling a longer route through the home agent than
one that could be used if the home agent were bypassed. The
problems become worse when the mobile network is nested,
i.e., a mobile network attaches to another one [2].

A number of route optimization schemes have been pro-
posed to solve the inefficient routing problem of NEMO.
An overview of the schemes can be found in [3–5]. The
schemes trade off between the degree of route optimization
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and resulting overheads, such as signaling, processing, and
memory consumption. The schemes have been classified and
compared [4] based on the approaches used for route optimiza-
tion. Among them, prefix delegation-based schemes have been
found to perform better than other schemes in terms of route
efficacy and overheads [4]. In prefix delegation-based schemes,
the prefix of the foreign network is made available inside the
mobile network so that nodes inside the mobile network can
obtain addresses from the prefix. We also consider all schemes
that allow nodes inside the mobile network to obtain addresses
from the prefix of the foreign network, as the prefix delegation-
based schemes.

Although prefix delegation-based schemes [6–14] follow a
common approach of delegating prefixes, they differ in degree
of optimizing route and the amount of signaling depending on
the type of nodes, and in the way prefix is delegated. These
differences affect the performance of the schemes, and the
overheads arising from the performance gain.

In NEMO, network parameters (e.g., network size, mobility
rate, traffic rate, and distances from mobility agents) influence
signaling and routing overheads, resulting from the prefix
delegation-based schemes. These overheads include delivery
of packets through the partially-optimized route, updating
home agents about the change of location, sending updates to
hosts with ongoing communication, processing and lookup by
mobility agents, and the delegation of prefix. These overheads
cost the transmission and processing power at the network
(e.g., routers in the network) between end hosts, and at the
mobility management entities, such as home agents and mobile
routers. We use the term network mobility cost to refer to those
costs incurred for sending packets to the hosts inside a mobile
network. The notion of costs used in this paper refers to the
use of resources mentioned in [2], [3], and is a number-only
relative measure for the schemes; the higher the number, the
higher the cost.

With the rapid expansion and popularity of mobile and
wireless networks, network mobility costs of the schemes will
increase, resulting in their performance degradation. Hence,
the network mobility costs of the schemes, and the consequent
impact on various important entities of the network need to
be analyzed quantitatively to prevent performance degradation
due to the overloading of these mobility entities. This network
mobility cost will give a measure of the costs imposed by the
schemes in their effort to improve the performance in terms
of route and handoff.
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Cost analysis of NEMO protocols have been performed
in [15], [16]. They present the signaling cost of NEMO BSP
or a similar protocol by constructing analytical models that
measure the transmission and processing costs incurred by
the signaling packets. Lim et al. [4], [17] performed a cost
analysis for the general approaches used for route optimization
in terms of the memory consumption and the number of
signaling. However, the analysis presented in [4], [15–17]
is unable to show the differences in the cost arising from
the above-mentioned differences among the prefix delegation-
based schemes. Our objective is to perform a cost evalua-
tion of the prefix delegation-based schemes by developing a
framework that is capable to consider the tradeoff and the
differences mentioned above. In addition, unlike any previous
cost analysis of mobility protocols, we analyze the costs
incurred at the mobility entities that are hubs for mobile
communications. We believe this to be the first such work
to find out the impact of network parameters on the network
and mobility management entities for prefix delegation-based
schemes.

In this paper, we have selected four prefix delegation-based
schemes for evaluation: Simple Prefix Delegation (SPD) [6],
Mobile IPv6-based Route Optimization (MIRON) [10], Opti-
mal Path Registration (OPR) [12], and Ad hoc protocol-based
route optimization (Ad hoc-based) [11]. We have developed
analytical cost models to measure the network mobility costs
on mobility and network entities. Unlike previous works, we
have performed entity-wise evaluation of network mobility
cost of the schemes. Such an entity-wise analysis is essential
to show the suitability of a scheme based on the availability
of resources as most of the mobility management entities are
subject to limited resources. Based on the cost models, we
have presented a comparative study of NEMO BSP and the
four prefix delegation schemes.

The contributions of our work are : (i) developing analytical
framework to measure network mobility costs of the prefix
delegation-based schemes, and (ii) comparative analysis of
the schemes based on the network mobility costs. Analytical
models developed in this paper will provide useful frame-
work to analyze other route optimization schemes, and can
aid in decision making to select the best route optimization
scheme depending on the load imposed by the scheme on the
infrastructure. Our results provide a new insight for trading
off the degree of route optimization with required signaling
by showing that the cost of packet delivery dominates over
the cost of signaling. This leads to our interesting conclusion
that optimizing the route completely is preferable to reduction
of signaling as far as cost of network mobility is concerned.
Results presented in this paper will complement the results
of performance evaluation of the schemes in deciding the
approach to adopt for route optimization in NEMO.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A literature
review of cost analysis of NEMO is given in Sec. II. NEMO
architecture, NEMO BSP and prefix delegation-based route
optimization schemes are summarized in Sec. III and IV. An-
alytical cost models are presented in Sec. V. Sec. VI presents
the results and comparison among the schemes. Finally, Sec.
VII has the concluding remarks.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A few cost analyses have been performed for the host
mobility protocols. Fu et al. [18] present a cost analysis of
HMIPv6 and Seamless IP-diversity based Generalized Mo-
bility Architecture (SIGMA). Xie et al. [19] perform cost
analysis of Mobile IP to minimize the signaling cost while
introducing a novel regional location management scheme.
Makaya et al. [20] present an analytical model for the per-
formance and cost analysis of IPv6-based mobility protocols
(i.e., MIPv6, HMIPv6, FMIPv6 and F-HMIPv6). These cost
analysis frameworks on host mobility protocols are not ade-
quate for NEMO protocols since NEMO has more parameters
and cost components, such as the number and types of nodes in
the mobile network, nesting levels, cost of route optimization
(RO) approaches (e.g. prefix delegation cost).

The load on the infrastructure imposed by NEMO BSP due
to tunneling and the consumption of the network resources
by the route optimization schemes have been discussed in
RFC 4888 [2] and RFC 4889 [3], respectively. There have
been a few of works on cost analysis of NEMO BSP and
similar protocols. Reaz et al. [15] present a cost analysis
of a transport layer-based network mobility protocol called
SINEMO [21] and NEMO BSP [1]. Their objective was to
compare the signaling cost of the protocols by developing
analytical models that consider transmission and processing
costs incurred at the mobility and network entities. However,
the signaling cost presented in [15] does not consider nesting
in NEMO. Jalil et al. [16] perform a signaling cost analysis of
NEMO using the similar models developed in [15]. Although
the cost models presented in [16] considers nesting, they are
not general enough in terms of nesting.

Lim et al. [4], [17] perform the cost analysis of NEMO
route optimization schemes. They classify the schemes from
two different perspective in the two works, and perform the
cost analysis which focuses on the general features of each
class. The cost metrics used in their analysis are the memory
consumption and the amount of signaling. In addition to
the cost indicating the resource usage, additional latency for
obtaining addresses and sending packets has been computed
in [4], [17]. Based on the analysis, comparisons among the
classes, and their suitability for particular scenarios has been
presented. We provide further analysis of the cost for a selected
class of schemes that are a subset of the schemes mentioned
as the A&S approach in [4] or TCA-based approach in [17].
We named these schemes as prefix delegation-based schemes
in [5],

Prefix delegation (PD) based schemes differ in the degree
of route optimization, resulting in the variation in the amount
of signaling depending on the node types. In addition, the
method of prefix delegation differs among the schemes. Al-
though the analysis presented in [4], [17] show the general
cost-characteristics of the PD-based schemes, it is unable to
show the differences in the cost resulting from the above-
mentioned differences. We have performed a detail analysis
of the PD-based schemes to show the differences in their
costs. Moreover, unlike previous works, we have performed
the entity-wise analysis to show the suitability of a scheme
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF COST ANALYSIS RELATED WORK ON NEMO.

Paper by
citation # Objective Cost evaluated Node type

considered?
Entity-wise
evaluation

Evaluation of prefix
delegation schemes

Signaling
(BU/BA) Memory Prefix

delegation
Packet
delivery

General
feature

Individual
scheme

2
Problems and load
on the infrastructure
due to tunneling

No No No No No No No No

3
Classification of RO
schemes and dis-
cuss the issues

No No No No No No No No

4
Classification of RO
schemes and evalu-
ate performance

Yes Yes No No No No Yes No

15
Signaling cost eval-
uation of SINEMO
and NEMO

Yes No No No No No No No

16 Cost evaluation of
PDE-NEMO Yes No No Yes No No No No

17
Classification of RO
schemes and evalu-
ate performance

Yes Yes No No No No Yes No

This work Cost evaluation of
PD schemes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

based on the availability of resources in various entities that
are engaged in mobility management. Such analysis is useful
when resource-limitations exist in a particular entity rather
than in the entire network. A comparative summary of the cost
analysis performed so far along with our approach is presented
in Table I.

Performance evaluation of the PD-based schemes have
been performed in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay,
handoff latency, header overhead, and memory consumption
[6], [10–12], [22], [23]. To achieve better performance, the
network mobility cost for the network and mobility entities
may increase. Therefore, we present a comprehensive cost
analysis of the PD-based schemes by developing cost models
that consider nesting, and all types of nodes in the mobile
network. Unlike any previous cost analysis for NEMO, we
present the costs for mobility entities that are hubs of all
communications. Our analysis can be used to measure the cost
of achieving the performance gain by the schemes, and provide
a framework for analyzing costs of other route optimization
schemes.

III. NEMO

In this section, we summarize NEMO architecture and BSP
to help the reader in understanding the rest of the paper.

A. NEMO Architecture

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of a mobile network [1].
Mobile Routers (MRs) act as gateways for the nodes inside the
mobile network, each called a Mobile Network Node (MNN).
Different types of MNNs are - a Local Fixed Node (LFN)
that does not move with respect to the mobile network, a
Local Mobile Node (LMN) that usually resides in the mobile
network and can move to other networks, and a Visiting
Mobile Node (VMN) that gets attached to the mobile network
from another network. LMNs and VMNs are MIPv6 capable,

Fig. 1. Architecture of a mobile network.

and we refer them as mobile nodes from this point onward. An
MR attaches to another MR to form a nested mobile network.
The MR, directly attached to the wired network through an
Access Router (AR), is called the root-MR while MR1, MR2
etc. are nested under root-MR. Mobile nodes are also nested
when they attach under an MR.

A mobile network is usually connected to a network called
the home network where an MR is registered with a router
called the Home Agent (HA). The HA is notified of the
location of the MR, and re-directs packets, sent by the Cor-
respondent Node (CN) to MNNs. Although only one HA is
shown in Fig. 1, MRs and mobile nodes in a mobile network
may be registered to different HAs.

B. NEMO BSP

An MR is delegated a prefix [24] in its home network
to advertise in its mobile network. MNNs obtain addresses
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from the advertised mobile network prefix. Packets, sent to
that address, reach the HA that forwards the packets to the
mobile network in home location. When a mobile network
moves to a foreign network, the MR obtains a new address
called Care-of-Address (CoA) from the foreign network, and
sends a Binding Update (BU) to the HA informing the CoA.
The HA intercepts packets sent to MNN’s address obtained
from the mobile network prefix, and tunnels them to the MR.
A (child) mobile network [?], nested under another (parent)
mobile network, obtains the CoA from the parent NEMO’s
prefix. Therefore, packets destined to child NEMO first go to
the HA of the child NEMO and then to the HA of parent
NEMO. Thus, packets are tunneled through multiple HAs
resulting in inefficient route and header overhead. The route
is inefficient due to the requirement of traversing through the
HAs, resulting in a longer route than direct route between
end hosts. Moreover, the HA has the load of forwarding all
packets for mobile networks and nodes. Therefore, several
route optimization schemes, based on various approaches, have
been proposed. An overview of the PD-based schemes are
presented in Sec. IV.

IV. PREFIX DELEGATION-BASED SCHEMES

In PD-based schemes, MNNs (except LFNs) obtain CoAs
from the foreign network prefix, and uses MIPv6 [25] like
route optimization where LMNs and VMNs send CoAs to CNs
through BUs. A BU is sent to the HA and the CN whenever
a new CoA is obtained, and periodically for refreshing. CNs
use the CoAs to send packets directly (using an optimized
tunnel [25]) to the foreign network where the MNNs are in.
PD-based schemes vary in prefix delegation or CoA obtention
process, and route optimization for MNNs. Four representative
PD-based schemes are described in the following subsections.

A. Simple prefix delegation (SPD)

In this scheme [6], the prefix of the foreign network is
hierarchically delegated inside the mobile network by the
MRs through router advertisement. A new neighbor discovery
option, called Delegated Prefix Option is proposed in this
scheme, and is used by the MR to advertise the prefix for
delegation. Thus, each MR incurs the overhead of performing
functionalities (e.g. authentication, accounting etc.) related to
prefix delegation. Since LFNs are not MIPv6 capable, they are
unable to optimize route. Therefore, packets for the LFNs go
through a tunnel between the LFNs’ MR and its HA.

B. MIPv6 based Route Optimization (MIRON)

In MIRON [10], an MIPv6 capable MNN obtain a CoA
from the foreign network using PANA [26] and DHCPv6.
When the mobile network moves to a new network, the root-
MR obtains a CoA using DHCPv6, and starts PANA re-
authentication phase to inform the attached MNNs (except
LFNs) that a new CoA has to be obtained. Attached MNNs
(excepts LFNs) send DHCPv6 request which is conveyed up
along the chain of intermediate MRs to the foreign network.
The DHCPv6 reply, containing the CoA, follows the same path

in the reverse direction to reach the MNN. To optimize route
for attached LFNs, an MR sends BUs to CNs on behalf of
LFNs. To send BU to CNs, MR needs to track the CN-LFN
communications.

Fig. 2. The routes and major processing requirements for prefix delegation-
based schemes.

C. Optimal Path Registration (OPR)

Unlike the other PD-based schemes, OPR [12] does not
use MIPv6 route optimization. Prefixes of the foreign network
are delegated hierarchically to MRs only through multi-cast
router advertisements. After handoff, MRs obtain CoAs from
the prefix, and send BUs to their HAs. MNNs other than MRs
are transparent to the mobility of the network.

To optimize route for attached MNNs, MRs perform address
translation using the delegated prefix. For address translation,
MRs maintain a table where the information regarding the
translated addresses of MNNs are stored. When a packet
from an MNN is received, the MR searches the table for the
translated address. If the address is found, the source address
is replaced with the translated address, and the source address
is put in a header called OPR header [12] which also carries
information for the CN to register the translated address in
the binding cache. Thus, no BU is required to be sent to CNs
for route optimization. If the address is not found a translated
address is created using the delegated prefix. For incoming
packets from CNs, MRs do the reverse operations.

D. Ad hoc protocol-based (Ad hoc-based)

Su et al. [11] proposes a scheme where an Ad hoc protocol
(e.g. AODV [27]) is used by the MRs to find the AR to use
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as the gateway to send packets to the wired network. In this
scheme, in addition to MR’s own router advertisement for its
network, the router advertisement of the AR is broadcast by the
MRs to the attached MRs. After handoff, CoAs are obtained
by the MRs from the router advertisement, and the route to the
AR is discovered using AODV to send BUs. Other MNNs are
transparent to the movement of the mobile network, and obtain
addresses from the prefix of the mobile network. Therefore,
mobile nodes do not need to send BUs due to the handoff of
the mobile network. But MNNs’ packets undergo one tunnel
between the MR above and its HA.

Fig. 2 summarizes the routes used by MNNs and major pro-
cessing required in the PD-based schemes. PD-based schemes
tradeoff overheads of route inefficiency with the overheads
of signaling and processing at various mobility and routing
entities. In Sec. V, we present the cost analysis of these
overheads associated with NEMO.

V. COST ANALYSIS

This section presents costs to support NEMO for the four
represetative PD-based schemes using analytical models. The
costs measure the amount of resources being used by the
schemes to support NEMO. Our cost analysis resembles the
analysis performed in [15], [18], [19]. Unlike [15], [18], [19],
we introduce costs of prefix delegation or CoA obtention,
and effects of nesting on costs that are unique for NEMO.
We use a general NEMO architecture (as shown in Fig. 1)
that includes LFNs, LMNs, VMNs, multiple visiting mobile
networks, and multiple levels of nesting. We consider the cost
to send refreshing BUs and the cost of packet delivery. In
addition to finding costs incurred at the infrastructure including
the mobile network, we show a entity-wise cost evaluation.
The HA and the root-MR have been chosen for the entity-
wise evaluation because all communications with the mobile
network will be through these two entities. Therefore, resource
consumptions at these entities are expected to be high, and may
become a concern when the resource is limited. For tractability
reasons, models were developed based on assumptions. Types
of costs analyzed, assumptions, notations, and the models are
presented in the following subsections.

A. Types of costs

We measure the following costs of the schemes:
• Location update cost: To maintain reachability, a node

sends BUs to the HA to inform its current location
whenever it obtains a CoA. Periodic BUs are sent for
refreshing the binding entries. Resources (e.g., transmis-
sion and processing power, etc.), consumed by these BUs,
comprise the location update cost.

• Session continuity cost: To continue session through an
optimized route, BUs have to be sent to CNs whenever
the mobile network changes the point of attachment.
Resources consumed by these BUs, comprise this cost.
OPR employs a technique (see IV-C) other than sending
BUs to continue sessions, and the cost incurred by the
technique are also included in this type of cost.

• Packet delivery cost: To send a packet to the mobile net-
work, the HA has to perform a look up to retrieve the CoA
for tunneling towards the mobile network. In addition,
HA and MR tunnel/de-tunnel packets. A measure of the
processing and transmission power used for look up and
tunneling is given by the packet delivery cost. Moreover,
transmission power required by original packets are also
included in this cost.

• Prefix/CoA obtention cost: After handoff, prefixes / CoAs
are obtained from the foreign network. Resources con-
sumed by the control messages required to obtain prefixes
/ CoAs comprise this cost.

B. Assumptions

For tractability reasons, our models are based on the fol-
lowing assumptions.

• We consider the handoff of the mobile network as a
whole. Intra mobile network movements of MRs, and the
movements of the mobile nodes inside the network are
not considered. This assumption comply with the type of
movement of a nested mobile network in a vehicle that
actually motivated NEMO.

• Number of nodes in the mobile network and the number
of nodes registered with an HA are assumed to be equal.
This is because we assume uniform distribution of mobile
nodes and networks resulting from their mobility. Thus,
the number of VMNs and MNNs in the nested mobile
networks visiting this mobile network is assumed equal
to the number of MNNs registered to the HA but are also
visiting some other mobile networks. On the contrary of
our assumption, the number of MNNs registered to the
HA can be larger than the number of MNNs in the mobile
network by some factor which is difficult to determine.
The factor will increase the lookup cost in our cost model.

• We assume the worst possible scenario for the analysis,
such as, all MNNs are communicating simultaneously,
the CN of each session is different. These assumptions
were also made in [15], [18].

C. Notations

In this section, we introduce the notations that are used
to present the models developed in Sec. V-D. To denote
the cost terms, we have used the superscript X and the
subscript Y to indicate the scheme and the type of cost,
respectively. X will be replaced by N ,S, M , O and A for
NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR and Ad hoc-based schemes,
respectively. Y will be replaced by T , LU , SC, PD, and CO
for total, location update, session continuity, packet delivery
and prefix / CoA obtention costs, respectively. Some notations
are used to denote expressions for simplification of models’
representations, and are presented in Table II.

ΛX
Y = Cost of type Y incurred at network for scheme X ,

ΨX
Y = Cost of type Y incurred at root-MR for scheme X ,

ΦX
Y = Cost of type Y incurred at HA for scheme X ,

Nr = Number of MRs in mobile network,
N

(i)
r =Number of MRs at level i,
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TABLE II
SOME EXPRESSIONS DEFINED TO SIMPLIFY EQUATIONS

πlk = ψ log2(Nr +Nm)
πbl = ψ log2Nc for VMNs and ψ log2(Nf ∗Nc) for MRs
λcs = Ncλs/S
λcp = NcλsF/P

fh =
(
1 + ⌊ Tr

Tlf
⌋
)
/Tr

fr = ⌊ Tr
Tlf

⌋/Tr

Nm = Number of mobile nodes in the mobile network,
Nf = Number of LFNs in mobile network,
N

(i)
m =Number of LMNs and VMNs at level i,

N
(i)
f =Number of LFNs at level i,

Nc = Number of CNs communicating with each node,
l = Nesting Level (hops to root-MR),
hah = Average number of hops between AR and HA,
hac = Average number of hops between AR and CN,
hhc = Average number of hops between HA and CN,
hhh = Average number of hops between HA and HA,
τl = Per hop transmission cost for location update,
τs = Per hop transmission cost for session continuity,
τdt = Per hop transmission cost for packets without tunnel

header,
τip = Per hop transmission cost for tunnel header,
τrh = Per hop transmission cost for home address destina-

tion option or routing header type 2,
τd = Average transmission cost of DHCPv6 messages,
τp = Average transmission cost of PANA messages,
τa = Average transmission cost of route request-reply

messages of AODV protocol,
τr = Transmission cost for the router advertisement,
σ = Proportionality constant of transmission cost over

wired and wireless network,
πlk = Lookup costs,
πh = BU processing cost,
πt = Tunnel processing costs at HA and MR,
πrh = Routing header processing cost,
λs = Average session arrival rate,
λcs = For an MNN, session arrival rate from all CNs,
S = number of sessions,
λcp = For an MNN, average packet arrival rate from all

CNs,
F = File size,
P = Maximum transmission unit,
Tr = Subnet residence time,
Tlf = Lifetime of binding entry,
Tra = Interval of sending periodic router advertisement.
fh = The rate of sending BUs per second for both handoff

and refreshing,
fr = The rate of sending BUs per second for refreshing,
ϕ = Fraction of MRs acting as root-MR
The models are developed to show the differences in the

costs of the schemes from the view point of total cost rather
than that of differential cost. Showing only the differences
in costs might give an impression of inflated differences.
Therefore, we consider all parameters required to compute the
costs. However, following are the parameters that are the keys

as far as the differences of the schemes are concerned:
• hah and hhc: These two represent the distance of the

mobile network from the home network, and will affect
the differences of the costs depending on the degree of
optimization.

• The number and types of MNNs, and CNs: Depending on
the number of and types of MNNs and CNs, the signaling
and the transmission costs among the schemes may vary.

• λcp: It represents the amount of data exchanged with the
mobile network, and will affect the packet delivery cost.

• Tr: The subnet residence time affects the amount of
signaling in a scheme and can make difference among the
signaling cost of the schemes depending on the number
and types of MNNs.

The key parameters are also discussed in Sec. VI.

D. Cost models for the schemes

Analytical models for the costs are presented in the follow-
ing subsections:

1) NEMO BSP:
• Location update cost: After handoff, TLMR sends a BU

to the HA to perform the location update, and receives a
BA. Handoff occurs every Tr seconds. In addition to the
BU sent after handoff, MRs and mobile nodes send re-
freshing BU ⌊ Tr

Tlf
⌋ times during the period of Tr seconds.

Therefore, the frequency of sending BUs including BUs
sent during handoff is, fh =

(
1 + ⌊ Tr

Tlf
⌋
)
/Tr, and the

frequency of sending refreshing BUs is, fr = ⌊ Tr

Tlf
⌋/Tr.

BUs sent from MRs and mobile nodes at level i undergoes
i number of tunneling resulting in additional transmission
cost due to tunnel header. Since all BU/BAs go through
the root-MR, the cost at the root-MR is given by

ΨN
LU = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

= 2στlfh + 2σ

i=l∑
i=1

(
N (i)

r +N (i)
m

)
× (τl + iτip + πt) fr

(1)

To find out the cost incurred at the HA due to the location
update, we need to consider the updating of the binding
cache in addition to the cost mentioned above. Updating
the binding cache is required for each MR and mobile
node registered to an HA. In addition, tunneled BUs incur
a look up cost. Since (Nr +Nm) nodes are managed by
the HA, the look up is performed in a table of (Nr+Nm)
entries and with a look up key of size equal to the IPv6
address. Assuming a binary search, the look up cost is
πlk = ψ log2(Nr +Nm), where ψ is the cost of the look
up per operation. Therefore, cost incurred at HA due to
location update becomes
ΦN

LU = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

= ϕNr(2τl + πh)fh + 2
l∑

i=1

(
N (i)

r +N (i)
m

)
× ((τl + iτip + πt) + πlk + 0.5πh) fr

(2)
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The cost of location update for the network includes
transmission costs at all hops upto the HA including the
costs incurred at MRs and the HA. Transmission costs
for MRs and mobile nodes at level i are incurred at
hah + ihhh wired hops and at i + 1 wireless hops. The
transmission cost upto the root-MR increases by τip at
each level due to tunneling, and at each HA it decreases
by the same amount. Also, each BU sent from a node
at level i undergoes 2i number of tunneling and de-
tunneling. Therefore, location update cost is given by
Eqn. (3).
ΛN

LU = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

= (2(hah + σ)τl + πh) fh + 2

l∑
i=1

(
N (i)

r +N (i)
m

)
×
(
(i+ 1)στl + σ

i∑
j=1

jτip + 2iπt + (hah + ihhh)τl

+ hahiτip +

i−1∑
j=0

jhhhτip + iπlk + 0.5πh

)
fr

(3)

where, 2(hah + σ)τl + πh includes costs incurred due
to BUs/BAs sent by root-MR/HAs,

∑l
i=1

(
N

(i)
r +N

(i)
m

)
includes the number of nodes that send refreshing BUs,
(i + 1)στl + σ

∑i
j=1 jτip + iπt includes transmission

and tunnel processing costs incurred inside the mobile
network and at AR, iπt + (hah + ihhh)τl + hahiτip +∑i−1

j=0 jhhhτip+ iπlk+0.5πh includes tunnel processing,
transmission, and BU processing costs incurred at hops
after AR upto HA.

• Session continuity cost: Each mobile node sends BUs
to (and receive a BAs from) its CNs for session continu-
ity. Since only root-MR’s CoA changes during handoff,
mobile nodes send only refreshing BUs. Thus, the cost
incurred at the root-MR is

ΨN
SC = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

= 0× fh + 2Nc

l∑
i=1

N (i)
m (σ (τs + iτip) + πt) fr

= 2Nc

l∑
i=1

N (i)
m (σ (τs + iτip) + πt) fr

(4)

Since the refreshing BUs sent by VMNs are tunneled
through the HA, the cost incurred at the HA includes
look up, tunneling and transmission costs, and is given
as follows:
ΦN

SC = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

= 0× fh + 2Nc

l∑
i=1

N (i)
m (τs + iτip + πt + πlk)fr

= 2Nc

l∑
i=1

N (i)
m (τs + iτip + πt + πlk)fr

(5)

The session continuity cost for the network includes the
costs at each hop upto CNs, MNNs and at other MRs,
and the cost of updating the binding update list incurred

per packet at the VMNs in addition to the above cost,
and is given by Eqn. (6).
ΛN

SC = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

+ processing costs incurred at V MNs

= 2Nc

l∑
i=1

N (i)
m

(
(i+ 1)στs + σ

i∑
j=1

jτip

+ 2iπt + (hah + (i− 1)hhh + hhc)τs + hahiτip

+

i−1∑
j=0

jhhhτip + iπlk + 0.5πh

)
fr + λcpπblNm

(6)

where, Nc

∑l
i=1N

(i)
m is the number of BUs sent to CNs,

(i + 1)στs + σ
∑i

j=1 jτip + iπt includes transmission
and tunnel processing costs incurred inside the mobile
network and at AR, iπt + (hah + (i− 1)hhh + hhc)τs +
hahiτip +

∑i−1
j=0 jhhhτip + iπlk + 0.5πh includes tun-

nel processing, transmission, and BU processing costs
incurred at hops after AR upto the CN, and λcpπblNm is
the cost for processing the binding update list at VMNs.

• Packet delivery cost: Data packets incurs transmission
and tunneling cost which is similar to that of BU packets.
For each MNN, costs are incurred at a rate proportional to
the packet arrival rate, λcp = NcλsF/P , from all CNs.
For the packets sent to mobile nodes, we assume that
only the first packet of a session is sent through the HA
before a BU is received at the CN, and additional costs
are incurred at a rate, λcs = Ncλs/S for all CNs. root-
MR needs to de-tunnel and forward packets to the MNNs
at the next level. Additional cost incurred at the root-MR
for the first packets sent to mobile nodes is the increased
transmission cost for one additional tunnel. Therefore, the
cost at the root-MR is
ΨN

PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= λcp

(
l∑

i=1

(
N

(i)
f +N (i)

m

)(
σ(τdt + (i− 1)τip)

+ πt

)
+ στrhNm

)
+ σNm(τip + τdt)λcs

(7)

In addition to the transmission cost, costs incurred at the
HA are due to look up, tunneling and the transmission
cost for one additional tunnel. Therefore, the packet
delivery cost at the HA is as follows:
ΦN

PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= λcp

(
l∑

i=1

(N
(i)
f +N (i)

m )
(
τdt + iτip + πlk + πt

)
+ τrhNm

)
+ λcsNm (τdt + 2τip + πlk + πt)

(8)

The packet delivery cost for the network can be obtained
at each hop similar to the session continuity cost. Addi-
tionally, for the first packet sent through the HA of mobile
nodes, costs are incurred due to transmission through
hhh hops, tunneling, look up and transmission of one
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additional tunnel header. Therefore, the packet delivery
cost for the network is given by Eqn. (9).

ΛN
PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= λcp

(
l∑

i=1

(
N

(i)
f +N (i)

m

)(
iπlk + 2iπt + (hah + hhc

+ (i− 1)hhh)τdt + ihahτip +

i−1∑
j=0

jhhhτip + σ

i∑
j=1

jτip

+ στdt(i+ 1)
)
+

l∑
i=1

N (i)
m

((
hah + (i− 1)hhh + hhc

+ σ(i+ 1)
)
τrh + 2πrh

))
+ λcs

l∑
i=1

N (i)
m

(
πlk + 2πt

+ hhh(τdt + τip) + σiτip + hahτip + ihhhτip
)

(9)

For the subexpression showing the per packet costs,
iπlk + 2iπt + (hah + (i− 1)hhh + hhc) (τdt + τrh) +
ihahτip+

∑i−1
j=0 jhhhτip includes lookup, tunnel process-

ing, transmission costs incurred at hops from the CN until
the AR, and σ

∑i
j=1 jτip + σ(τdt + τrh)(i+ 1) includes

transmission and tunnel processing costs incurred in-
side the mobile network for

∑l
i=1

(
N

(i)
f +N

(i)
m

)
VMNs

and LFNs that receive packets from CNs.
(
hah + (i −

1)hhh+hhc+σ(i+1)
)
τrh+2πrh includes the additional

transmission and processing costs for the home address
destination option for VMNs only.
For the subexpression showing the additional costs for
the first packet only,

∑l
i=1N

(i)
m is the number of VMNs

that send the first packet through their HA, hhh(τdt +
τip) includes the transmission costs incurred at the hops
from the MR’s HA upto the VMN’s HA, and πlk + 2πt
includes the lookup and tunnel processing costs in the
additional HA, and σiτip+hahτip+ ihhhτip includes the
transmission costs at the hops from the VMN upto its
MR’s HA due to one additional tunnel header.

• Prefix/CoA obtention cost: After every handoff, only
root-MR obtains a CoA from the foreign network. There-
fore, costs incurred due to prefix or CoA obtention are
zero.

• Total cost: Combining the costs presented above, we find
the costs incurred at the root-MR, the HA and the network
given by Eqns. (10), (11) and (12), respectively.

ΨN
T = ΨN

LU +ΨN
SC +ΨN

PD (10)

ΦN
T = ΦN

LU +ΦN
SC +ΦN

PD (11)

ΛN
T = ΛN

LU + ΛN
SC + ΛN

PD (12)

2) SPD:
• Location update cost: In SPD, location update after

handoff is performed by each MR and mobile node by
sending a BU to the HA, and receiving a BA. In addition
to the BU sent after handoff, refreshing BUs are sent
periodically. Thus, BUs are sent at a rate given by fh.

Since all BU/BAs go through the root-MR, the cost at
the root-MR is given by

ΨS
LU = 2στl(Nr +Nm)fh (13)

To find the cost incurred at the HA due to the location
update, we need to consider the updating of the binding
cache in addition to the cost mentioned above. Therefore,
cost incurred at HA due to location update becomes

ΦS
LU = (2τl + πh) (Nr +Nm)fh (14)

The cost of location update for the network includes
transmission costs at all hops upto the HA including the
costs incurred at the root-MR and the HA. Transmission
costs for all MRs and mobile nodes are incurred at hah
wired hops. For nodes at level i, transmission costs are
incurred at i+1 wireless hops. Therefore, location update
cost is given by Eqn. (15).

ΛS
LU =

(
2τl
(
(Nr +Nm)hah + σ

l∑
i=0

(i+ 1)

×
(
N (i)

r +N (i)
m

))
+ (Nr +Nm)πh

)
fh

(15)

• Session continuity cost: In SPD, each mobile node
sends BUs to (and receive BAs from) CNs for session
continuity. The cost incurred at the root-MR is thus

ΨS
SC = 2στsNmNcfh (16)

The session continuity cost for the network also includes
costs at each hop upto CNs, and at other MRs, and is
given by Eqn. (17).

ΛS
SC = (costs incurred due to BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred per packet)λcp

= 2τsNc

(
Nmhac + σ

l∑
i=0

(i+ 1)N (i)
m

+ 0.5πhNcNm

)
fh + λcpπblNm

(17)

• Packet delivery cost: For every packet, sent from a CN
to an LFN, the HA of the LFN looks up the binding
cache to find the CoA to encapsulate the packet for
tunneling. Tunneling and look up costs are incurred at
a rate proportional to the packet arrival rate given by
λcp. For the packets sent to mobile nodes, we assume
that only the first packet is sent through the HA before a
BU is received at the CN while subsequent packets are
sent through the optimized route using the home address
destination option, and thus, the costs are incurred at
a rate given by λcs. root-MR needs to de-tunnel these
packets only for attached LFNs. Therefore, the cost at
the root-MR is
ΨS

PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= λcp

(
N

(1)
f πt + στip

(
Nf −N

(1)
f

)
+ σ(τdtNf + (τdt + τrh)Nm)

)
+ στipλcsNm

(18)

The HA needs to perform look up, tunneling and transmit
the packet resulting in a cost as follows:

ΦS
PD = (λcpNf + λcsNm)(πlk + τdt + τip + πt) (19)
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In addition to the cost incurred at the HA and root-
MR, the packet delivery cost for the network have other
costs that include the transmission costs at nested MRs
and routers upto the CN. For the case of mobile nodes,
transmission costs are incurred at each hop between the
AR and the CN for all but the first packet. For the
case of LFNs and session’s first packet of mobile nodes,
transmission costs are incurred at each hop from the CN
upto the HA, and from the HA upto the AR. For the
latter case, additional costs are incurred due to tunnel
header at each hop between the HA and the MR for the
destination MNN along with the tunneling cost incurred
at the MR because it de-tunnels packets. Therefore, the
packet delivery cost for the network is given by Eqn. (20).

ΛS
PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

(additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= λcp

(
Nf (πlk + 2πt + (hah + hhc)τdt + hahτip)

+Nm(hac(τdt + τrh) + 2πrh) + σ

l∑
i=1

(i+ 1)(τdtN
(i)
f

+ (τdt + τrh)N
(i)
m ) + στip

l∑
i=1

iN
(i)
f

)
+ λcs

(
Nm(πlk

+ 2πt + hah(τdt + τip)) + στip

l∑
i=1

(i+ 1)N (i)
m

)

(20)

For the subexpression showing the per packet cost, for
all LFNs (Nf (πlk + 2πt + (hah + hhc)τdt + hahτip)
includes the cost of look up at the HA, tunnel processing
at the HA and MR, and transmission at hops in the
wired network. For all VMNs, Nm(hac(τdt+τrh)+2πrh)
includes the cost of transmission at each hops of the wired
network, and home address destination processing cost at
the CN and the VMN. The subexpression σ

∑l
i=1(i +

1)(τdtN
(i)
f +(τdt+τrh)N

(i)
m ) includes the costs of trans-

mission (for data and home address destination option)
incurred inside the mobile network and at the AR for
all MNNs. The expression στip

∑l
i=1 iN

(i)
f includes the

transmission cost for the tunnel header required for LFNs’
packets inside the mobile network.
For the subexpression showing the cost for the first
packets, the subexpression Nm(πlk+2πt+hah(τdt+τip)
includes the costs of look up and tunnel processing at
the HA and MR, and the transmission costs at hops
between the AR and the HA. The costs of transmission
at hops between the HA and the CN have already been
considered in the per packet cost. The transmission cost
incurred inside the mobile network for the tunnel header
is expressed by στip

∑l
i=1(i+ 1)N

(i)
m .

• Prefix/CoA obtention cost: In SPD, prefix and CoAs
can be obtained from the MR above using DHCPv6
procedures. This requires a request and a reply message,
and some processing at the MR for prefix delegation [28].
Since the root-MR delegates prefixes to attached MRs and
provide CoAs to attached mobile nodes, the cost incurred
at the root-MR is as follows:

ΨS
CO =

2στd
(
N

(1)
r +N

(1)
m

)
Tr

(21)

The cost incurred for the entire mobile network is given
by Eqn. (22).

ΛS
CO =

2στd (Nr +Nm)

Tr
(22)

• Total cost: Combining the costs presented above, we find
the costs of SPD incurred at the root-MR, the HA and the
network given by Eqns. (23), (24) and (25), respectively.

ΨS
T = ΨS

LU +ΨS
SC +ΨS

PD +ΨS
CO (23)

ΦS
T = ΦS

LU +ΦS
PD (24)

ΛS
T = ΛS

LU + ΛS
SC + ΛS

PD + ΛS
CO (25)

3) MIRON:
• Location update cost: Location update for MIRON is

similar to that of SPD. Therefore, location update costs
for the root-MR, the HA and the network is as follows:

ΨM
LU = ΨS

LU (26)

ΦM
LU = ΦS

LU (27)

ΛM
LU = ΛS

LU (28)

• Session continuity cost: For session continuity, BUs are
sent to CNs by mobile nodes, and by MRs on behalf of
the attached LFNs. Thus, the costs for MIRON are similar
to the costs of SPD except the additional but identical
costs for LFNs. Therefore, the costs incurred at the root-
MR and at the network are give by Eqns. (29) and (30),
respectively.

ΨM
SC = (costs incurred due to BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred per packet)λcp

= 2Nc (Nf +Nm)στsfh + λcpπblN
(1)
f

(29)

ΛM
SC = (costs incurred due to BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred per packet)λcp

= 2Nc

(
(Nf +Nm) (hacτs + 0.5πh) + στs

×
l∑

i=0

(i+ 1)
(
N

(i)
f +N (i)

m

))
fh + λcpπbl(Nf +Nm)

(30)

• Packet delivery cost: In MIRON, route optimization
is performed for all MNNs. Therefore, packet delivery
cost for all MNNs are like that for mobile nodes in
SPD. Therefore, the costs for the root-MR, the HA and
the network are given by Eqns. (31), (32) and (33),
respectively.
ΨM

PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= σλcp(τdt + τrh)(Nf +Nm)

+ λcs

(
N

(1)
f πt + στip(Nf −N

(1)
f +Nm)

) (31)

ΦM
PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= 0× λcp + (Nf +Nm) (πlk + τdt + τip + πt)λcs

= (Nf +Nm) (πlk + τdt + τip + πt)λcs

(32)
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ΛM
PD = λcs(additional costs incurred for the first

packet) + λcp(costs incurred per packet)

= λcs

(
(Nf +Nm)

(
πlk + 2πt + (hah + hhc)× τdt

+ hahτip
)
+ στip

( l∑
i=1

iN
(i)
f +

l∑
i=1

(i+ 1)N (i)
m

))
+ λcp

(
(hac(τdt + τrh) + 2πrh)× (Nf +Nm) + σ

(
(τdt

+ τrh)

l∑
i=1

i(N
(i)
f +N (i)

m ) + τdtNf + (τdt + τrh)Nm

))
(33)

Packet delivery cost for the network (Eqn. 33) is ex-
plained below. For the subexpression showing the addi-
tional cost for the first packet, (Nf +Nm)

(
πlk + 2πt +

(hah +hhc)× τdt +hahτip
)

captures the cost of look up
and tunnel processing at the HA and the MR/VMN, and
the transmission at hops in the wired-network (between
the AR and the HA, and then between the HA and the
CN). Additional transmission costs, incurred inside the
mobile network due to tunnel header, is captured by the
subexpression στip

(∑l
i=1 iN

(i)
f +

∑l
i=1(i+1)N

(i)
m

)
. The

transmission cost for the tunnel header for VMNs is in-
curred at one more level than that for LFNs because MRs
decapsulate the tunnel header of LFNs’ packets before
the transmission whereas VMNs’ packets are transmitted
with the tunnel header to be decapsulated by VMNs.
For the subexpression showing the per packet cost, the
subexpression hac(τdt + τrh) + 2πrh) × (Nf + Nm)
captures the costs of the processing of the home ad-
dress destination option at the CN and the MR/VMN,
and the transmission at hops between the AR and the
CN in the wired-network. The subexpression σ

(
(τdt +

τrh)
∑l

i=1 i(N
(i)
f +N

(i)
m ) + τdtNf + (τdt + τrh)Nm

))
captures the transmission costs inside the mobile network.
Note that for VMNs additional transmission cost for
the home address destination option is incurred because
MRs do not process that optional header for VMNs, and
transmit packets to VMNs containing that header.

• Prefix/CoA obtention cost:
Two DHCPv6 messages for each MNN (except LFNs) are
forwarded by the root-MR along with the transmission of
two PANA messages for attached MRs resulting in the
cost incurred at the root-MR as follows:

ΨM
CO =

2σ

Tr

(
(N (1)

r +N (1)
m )τp + (Nr +Nm) τd

)
(34)

For each MNN except the root-MR and LFNs, four PANA
messages have to be transmitted, and equal number of
replies follow. Moreover, two DHCPv6 messages for each
MR and mobile node at level i are transmitted across i
number of wireless hops. Therefore, prefix/CoA obtention
cost for the network becomes,

ΛM
CO =

σ

Tr

(
8 (Nr − 1 +Nm) τp

+ 2
l∑

i=0

(i+ 1)
(
N (i)

r +N (i)
m

)
τd

) (35)

• Total cost: Like SPD, the total costs for MIRON are
given by Eqns. (36), (37) and (38).

ΨM
T = ΨM

LU +ΨM
SC +ΨM

PD +ΨM
CO (36)

ΦM
T = ΦM

LU +ΦM
PD (37)

ΛM
T = ΛM

LU + ΛM
SC + ΛM

PD + ΛM
CO (38)

4) OPR:
• Location update cost: In OPR, only MRs obtain CoAs

after handoff, and perform location update with the HA.
Mobile nodes, being transparent to the mobility, send
refreshing BUs only. Therefore, we can find the costs
like the previous schemes by considering all BUs sent by
MRs, and refreshing BUs sent by mobile nodes.

ΨO
LU = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

= 2Nrστlfh + 2Nmστlfr

(39)

ΦO
LU = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

= Nr (2τl + πh) fh +Nm (2τl + πh) fr

(40)

ΛO
LU = (costs incurred for both types of BUs)fh

+ (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

=

(
2τl
(
Nrhah + σ

l∑
i=0

(i+ 1)N (i)
r

)
+Nrπh

)
fh

+

(
2τl
(
Nmhah + σ

l∑
i=0

(i+ 1)N (i)
m

)
+Nmπh

)
fr

(41)

• Session continuity cost: Since mobile nodes in OPR do
not need MIPv6 route optimization, we assume that no
BU is sent to CNs. Therefore, the session continuity cost
due to the sending of BUs to CNs is zero. But for every
packet sent to the CN from each attached MNN at level
(i + 1), the MR at level i needs to look up the DPT
table for the translated address. Size of the DPT table is
proportional to the number of attached LFNs and mobile
nodes at level i+1. Therefore, the session continuity cost
at the root-MR (at level zero) as follows:

ΨO
SC =λcp

(
N

(1)
f +N (1)

m

)(
ψ log2(N

(1)
f +N (1)

m )
)

(42)

Considering the look up cost for all MRs while assuming
equal number of MNNs attached under each MR, the
session continuity cost for the network becomes,

ΛO
SC = λcp

(
ψ log2

l∑
i=0

1

N
(i)
r

(
N

(i+1)
f +N (i+1)

m

)2
+ (Nf +Nm)(πh + πrh)

(43)

where N (i)
r ̸= 0.

• Packet delivery cost: Similar to MIRON, the first packet
go through the HA until the CN receives the translated
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address from the packet sent to the CN in response to
the first packet received at an MNN. Therefore, costs for
OPR are as follows:

ΨO
PD = ΨM

PD (44)

ΦO
PD = ΦM

PD (45)

ΛO
PD = ΛM

PD (46)

• Prefix/CoA obtention cost: Prefix obtention procedure
is similar to that of SPD except that only MRs obtain
the prefix. Therefore, by excluding the cost for mobile
nodes from the expressions derived for SPD, we can find
the prefix/CoA obtention cost for the root-MR and the
network given by Eqns. (47) and (48), respectively.

ΨO
CO =

2στdN
(1)
r

Tr
(47)

ΛO
CO =

2στdNr

Tr
(48)

• Total cost: The total costs for OPR are given by Eqns.
(49), (50) and (51).

ΨO
T = ΨO

LU +ΨO
SC +ΨO

PD +ΨO
CO (49)

ΦO
T = ΦO

LU +ΦO
PD (50)

ΛO
T = ΛO

LU + ΛO
SC + ΛO

PD + ΛO
CO (51)

5) Ad hoc-based:
• Location update cost: Like OPR, location update after

handoff is performed by MRs, and mobile nodes send re-
freshing BUs. Unlike OPR, BUs sent by attached mobile
nodes are tunneled by each MR to its HA. Therefore, the
costs incurred at the root-MR and the HA are the costs
of refreshing location update of mobile nodes in addition
to the similar costs of OPR .

ΨA
LU = ΨO

LU + 2
(
(Nm −N (1)

m )στip + πtN
(1)
m

)
fr (52)

ΦA
LU = ΦO

LU +Nm

(
2πt + τip + πlk

)
fr (53)

The location update cost for network is more than that of
OPR because BUs sent by the mobile nodes are tunneled
through the HA. Thus, in addition to the costs considered
in OPR, we need to consider the costs incurred at each
hop from HA of the MR to the HA of the mobile node,
and the costs of tunneling. Therefore, the cost becomes

ΛA
LU = ΛO

LU + 2τip
((
Nmhah + σ

l∑
i=0

iN (i)
m

)
+Nmhhhτl +Nm (πlk + 2πt)

)
fr

(54)

• Session continuity cost: Mobile nodes send refreshing
BUs to CNs, and therefore, session continuity cost for
the root-MR in Ad hoc-based scheme is similar to that
of SPD except that only refreshing BUs are considered.

ΨA
SC = 2

(
σNmNc(τs + τip) + πtN

(1)
m Nc

)
fr (55)

Since BUs are tunneled through the HA, the session
continuity cost at the HA is given by Eqn. (56).

ΦA
SC = 2NmNc (τs + τip + πt) fr (56)

Considering the costs at each hop, the session continuity
cost for the network is

ΛA
SC = (costs incurred for refreshing BUs)fr

+ (costs incurred per packet)λcp

= 2Ncfr
(
Nm

(
(hah + hhc) τs + hahτip + 2πt

+ 0.5πh

)
+ σ

l∑
i=0

((i+ 1)τs + iτip)N
(i)
m

)
+ λcpπblNm

(57)

• Packet delivery cost: Like the packets for LFNs in
SPD, packets for all MNNs are tunneled through the HA.
Therefore, cost for the root-MR can be found from the
similar cost for SPD by considering all MNNs instead of
considering only LFNs, and is as follows:
ΨA

PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= λcp

(
(N

(1)
f +N (1)

m )πt + σ
(
τip(Nf +Nm −N

(1)
f

−N (1)
m ) + τdt(Nf +Nm) + τrhNm

))
+ σλcsτipNm

(58)

Similarly, the cost for the HA can be obtained as follows:
ΦA

PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= λcp

(
(Nf +Nm) (πlk + πt + τdt + τip)

+ τrhNm

)
+ λcsNm(πlk + τdt + 2τip)

(59)

The cost for the network can also be found from the
cost of SPD in a similar way mentioned above except an
additional cost which is due to find the route towards the
AR using AODV [27]. We assume that the cost of route
finding occurs once every handoff because change of AR
occurs at handoff. We also assume that the route finding
messages only travel one hop because the MRs already
know the route to the AR. Thus, each MR broadcasts
a route request message, and replies twice once for the
MRs above and below. Therefore, packet delivery cost
for Ad hoc-based is given by Eqn. (60).
ΛA

PD = λcp(costs incurred per packet) + λcs

× (additional costs incurred for the first packet)

= λcp

(
(Nf +Nm)

(
πlk + 2πt + (hah + hhc)τdt

+ hahτip
)
+ (hah + hhc)τrhNm + 2πrhNm

+ σ
(
(τdt + τip)

l∑
i=1

i
(
N

(i)
f +N (i)

m

)
+ τdt(Nf +Nm)

+ τrh

l∑
i=1

(i+ 1)N (i)
m

))
+ λcs

(
Nm(πlk + πt + hhh(τdt

+ τip) + hahτip + στip) + στip

l∑
i=1

iN (i)
m

)
+ 3Nrστa

1

Tr

(60)

In the subexpression showing the cost per packet,
(Nf +Nm)

(
πlk + 2πt + (hah + hhc)τdt + hahτip

)
+

(hah + hhc)τrhNm + 2πrhNm includes the costs of
look up at the HA, tunnel processing at the HA and
the MR, home address destination header processing at
the CN and VMN, and transmission at hops between
the AR and the HA and between the HA and the CN.
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σ
(
(τdt + τip)

∑l
i=1 i

(
N

(i)
f + N

(i)
m

)
+ τdt(Nf + Nm) +

τrh
∑l

i=1(i+1)N
(i)
m

)
includes the costs of transmission

incurred inside the mobile network.
In the subexpression showing the cost incurred for the
first packet sent to VMNs, Nm(πlk+πt+hhh(τdt+τip)+
hahτip includes the additional costs incurred because
of the use of the tunnel between the VMN and its
HA. This includes costs of look up, tunnel processing,
transmission of one additional tunnel header from the AR
to the HA of the MR, and transmission of encapsulated
packets at additional hops between the HA of the MR and
the HA of the VMN. στip) + στip

∑l
i=1 iN

(i)
m includes

the transmission costs because of the additional tunnel
header used for the tunnel between the VMN and its HA.
3Nrστa

1
Tr

includes the cost of finding the route using ad
hoc protocol after every handoff.

• Prefix/CoA obtention cost: In ad hoc-based scheme,
MRs obtain CoAs from the router advertisement of the
AR, and periodically broadcast the advertisement to the
attached MRs. Thus, the cost of CoA obtention becomes
the cost of broadcasting the RA. Since the root-MR only
broadcast one router advertisement, we ignore the cost for
the root-MR. Therefore, the cost for the network becomes

ΛA
CO =

2στrNr

Tr

(
1 + ⌊ Tr

Tra
⌋
)

(61)

where, τr is the transmission cost for the router adver-
tisement.

• Total cost: The total costs for ad hoc-based scheme are
given by Eqns. (62), (63) and (64).

ΨA
T = ΨA

LU +ΨA
SC +ΨA

PD (62)

ΦA
T = ΦA

LU +ΦA
SC +ΦA

PD (63)

ΛA
T = ΛA

LU + ΛA
SC + ΛA

PD + ΛA
CO (64)

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we obtain numerical values for the costs
using the expressions derived in the cost analysis section in
a simplified format. We present the costs as a function of the
number of mobile nodes, the number of MRs, the number
of LFNs, the number of CNs, the subnet residence time and
the number of hops between entities. The location update
and the session continuity costs vary among the schemes
depending on the number and types of MNNs and the number
of CNs. The number of data packets sent to the mobile
network is proportional to the number of CNs to determine
the packet delivery cost. In [20], the subnet residence time
has been shown to affect the cost. Moreover, the number of
hops between various mobility entities determines the packet
delivery cost.

The default values of the parameters used to obtain the
numerical results are shown in Table III. As far as the numbers
of MNNs are considered, we consider a large mobile network
(e.g. a mobile network onboard a train) with the number of
MNNs around 1000. Values of the parameters related to the
file-size, packet-size, session arrival rates and the proportional-
ity constant for the wireless network are taken from [15]. The

TABLE III
VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED IN THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Nm 600 Nf 400
Nr 21 Nc 5
Tr 120 sec Tlf 420 sec
hah 10 hac 10
hhc 10 hhh 10
l 2 ϕ 0.1
σ 10 ψ 0.3
τl 0.68 τs 0.68
τip 0.4 πt 0.4
λs 0.01 S 10
F 10240 bytes P 576 bytes
τdt 5.76 τd 1.4
τp 0.56 τa 1.56
τr 0.72 πh 0.68
τrh 0.24 πrh 0.4

number of hops between various mobility entities is 10 which
is reasonable for the network within USA. Transmission costs
are relative and determined based on the packet size assuming
unit cost per 100 bytes. Similarly, processing costs, except
the lookup cost, are determined assuming unit cost per 100
bytes. The transmission and processing costs are determined
following the technique used in [19], [29]. For the lookup cost
(Table II), we assume a logarithmic time for the lookup with
the proportionality constant as the processing cost per entry.

For the measurement of costs on root-MR, HA, and com-
plete network, we assume a mobile network topology which
is simplified from the network shown in Fig. 1. Since there
exists no standard architecture for NEMO, we are using a
generalized topology upon which different PD-based schemes
have been proposed. We are assuming the mobile network to
have a two-level hierarchy of Mobile Routers. There is one
MR at level 0 or top level (which is the root-MR), hence
N

(0)
r = 1. No LFN, LMN and VMN is connected directly to

the root-MR. The root-MR is connected to N
(1)
r number of

level one routers, so N (1)
r = Nr−1 as there is no other mobile

router at level 2. Hence, N (2)
r = 0. There is no hosts (mobile

or fixed) at level 0, and level 1. So N
(0)
m = N

(0)
f = 0, and

N
(1)
m = N

(1)
f = 0. All LFNs and mobile nodes are at level 2,

i.e., N (2)
m = Nm, and N (2)

f = Nf .

A. root-MR

In this subsection, we present results to show network
mobility costs on the root-MR in NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON,
OPR, and Ad hoc based schemes. We vary the number of
mobile nodes, the number of mobile routers, the number of
LFNs, the subnet residence time, and the number of CNs.

The cost incurred at the root-MR is given by Figs. 3, 4,
5, 6 and 7 as a function of the number of mobile nodes, the
number of MRs, the number of LFNs, subnet residence time
and the number of CNs, respectively. The cost associated with
delivery of data packets dominates the other costs to determine
the characteristics of the total costs. The cost of NEMO BSP is
the highest due to the packet delivery cost that results from the
transmission cost of multiple tunneled packets. The cost of Ad
hoc-based scheme is higher than the SPD, MIRON and OPR
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Fig. 3. Network Mobility Cost on root-MR vs. number of MHs for NEMO
BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme.
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Fig. 4. Network Mobility Cost on root-MR vs. number of MRs for NEMO
BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme

because of the transmission cost required for one additional
tunneling for all packets. SPD’s cost is smaller than OPR
because the transmission cost of tunneled packets is incurred
only for LFNs.

The costs of MIRON and OPR are smaller than other
schemes. MIRON’s cost is little higher than OPR due to the
transmission cost incurred for signaling which is required for
only MRs in OPR. Also, MIRONs prefix obtention cost is
higher than OPR.

The costs as a function of the number of MRs (Fig. 4) and
the subnet residence time (Fig. 6) show negligible changes
because of the dominance of the packet delivery cost that does
not depend on these two parameters.

B. Home Agent

The effects of the number of mobile nodes, the number of
MRs, the number of LFNs, the subnet residence time and the
number of CNs on the cost incurred at the HA are shown in
Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, respectively. Like the costs incurred
at the root-MR, the cost associated with the packet delivery
dominates over other costs. Therefore, the characteristics of the
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Fig. 5. Network Mobility Cost on root-MR vs. number of LFNs for NEMO
BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 6. Network Mobility Cost on root-MR vs. subnet residence time for
NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 7. Network Mobility Cost on root-MR vs. number of CNs for NEMO
BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 8. Network Mobility Cost of HA vs. number of mobile nodes for NEMO
BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme

costs at the HA are similar to that at the root-MR except some
differences that are explained in the following paragraphs.

The costs of NEMO BSP and Ad hoc-based scheme are
almost equal because all packets in Ad hoc-based schemes go
through one tunnel which is just one less than the number
of tunnels required in NEMO BSP. However, had we used a
topology with nesting level of more than two, the cost of Ad
hoc-based scheme would be much lower than that of NEMO
BSP.

For NEMO BSP and Ad hoc-based schemes, costs increase
linearly with the increase of the number of mobile nodes
(Fig. 8) due to the lookup cost incurred at the HA for
tunneling. Lookup cost is proportional to the number of mobile
nodes because lookup is required for each mobile node. For
SPD, such look up cost is incurred for LFNs only resulting in
a negligible (logarithmic) increase rate due to increase of the
size of the binding cache.

For MIRON and OPR, the cost is much lower (when
compared to the cost incurred at the root-MR) than the costs
of other schemes due to the reason described next. Firstly, the
dominant look up cost is incurred only for the first packet of a
session, thus have negligible effect on the overall increase rate
of the cost. Secondly, the location updates sent to the CNs do
not incur any cost at the HA.

C. Complete Network

The cost incurred at the network is given by Figs. 13, 14, 15,
16, 17 and 18 as a function of the number of mobile nodes,
the number of MRs, the number of LFNs, subnet residence
time, the number of hops and the number of CNs, respectively.
The cost of NEMO BSP is higher than the other schemes due
to the higher packet delivery cost that results from multiple
tunneling of all packets through the unoptimized route. Ad
hoc-based scheme incurs higher cost than SPD, MIRON and
OPR due to the single tunneling of all packets. Since only the
first packets of sessions (in contrast to all packets) are tunneled
through the unoptimized route, MIRON and OPR incurs the
lowest cost.
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Fig. 9. Network Mobility Cost on HA vs. number of MRs for NEMO BSP,
SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 10. Network Mobility Cost on HA vs. number of LFNs for NEMO
BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 11. Network Mobility Cost on HA vs. subnet residence time for NEMO
BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 12. Network Mobility Cost on HA vs. number of CNs for NEMO BSP,
SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 13. Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of mobile
nodes for NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 14. Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of MRs
for NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 15. Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of LFNs
for NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 16. Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. subnet residence
time for NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 17. Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of hops
for NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme
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Fig. 18. Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of CNs
for NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON, OPR, and Ad hoc-based scheme

D. Discussions on results

Analysis of the results shows that there is insignificant
difference among the schemes as far as the cost incurred at
the root-MR is concerned. However, results and the associated
discussions also show the domination of the packet delivery
cost incurred at the HA and the network due to the processing
and the transmission requirements at the HA and the additional
route between the AR and the HA. Thus, results suggest
not to compromise the route with the signaling if costs
incurred at the HA and the network are to be minimized.
However, performance of the schemes as a function of various
parameters need to be considered along with the costs when
choosing a schemes.

Signaling is one factor to be considered because it might
affect the performance of the schemes when throughput is
considered. OPR might be the best scheme because of its
low signaling. However, OPR is incapable of optimizing the
route when packets do not flow towards the mobile network.
Because of the way Ad hoc-based scheme optimize the routes
for all MNNs, it will be suitable for mobile networks where
frequent movement of MRs occur within the mobile network.
In MIRON, amount of signaling is the largest, and the proce-
dure of obtaining CoAs might be a limiting factor when the
nesting level is large. The cost computed in this paper have to
be traded off with these advantages and disadvantages of the
schemes.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed mathematical models to
determine the network mobility costs on various mobility
entities of NEMO BSP, and four representative PD-based route
optimization schemes in NEMO (SPD, MIRON, OPR, and
Ad hoc-based schemes) in terms of network size, mobility
rate, distance between mobility agents, and traffic rate. Results
show that the effect of packet delivery cost dominates other
cost components in the network mobility costs because this
cost is incurred per data packet.

Thus, our results lead to an interesting conclusion which
is opposite to the general intuition that complete route opti-

mization requires less resources (less cost) than that required
for partially-optimized route with the reduction in signaling.
Our results could be used by the network operators or policy
makers to judge the trade-offs between performance and cost
to choose the best scheme.
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